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Abstract Wireless technologies are an essential commu-
nication means that transform a branched localized fixed
meshwork into a ubiquitous disconnected network. A clear
trend shows that cells are becoming smaller, homogeneously
distributed, operating at higher carrier frequencies, and
more energy conscious. This points toward wireless picocell
systems that implement millimeter-wave (mm-wave) modu-
lation. In this work various techniques are proposed, which
are oriented to specific traits of the 60-GHz mm-wave band.
Two techniques oriented to solve physical and data-link layer
issues are proposed. Single carrier frequency division multi-
ple access (SC-FDMA) is proposed as the technology to be
implemented at the physical layer, and a variable slot time
multiplexing access technique, called variable slot time-time
division multiple access (VST-TDMA), with a conscious
energy-conservation protocol, is proposed for the data-link
(MAC) layer. SC-FDMAwith pulse shaping is implemented
to minimize the peak-to-average power ratio of the sys-
tem, which reduces energy consumption. The multiplexing
access technique takes advantage of the reduced cell size
by multiplexing data in the time domain, this allows the
reduced number of users to utilize the entire available band-
width. Incorporated into the access protocol is the option of
energy pacing or even self-sustainability if an energy har-
vesting device is present. Self-sustainability can be achieved
at the cost off throughput, some techniques are discussed to
relieve this trade-off condition. Also, a thorough discussion
is included on battery energy depletion, even with an energy
harvesting device present, to further increase the through-
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put performance. Since using SC-FDMA reduces the energy
consumption, it enables VST-TDMA to operate at higher
speeds under self-sustainability mode. Overall the proposed
set of solutions showed independently significant improve-
ments to the system. It is also discussed how these techniques
coalesce conveniently by working in unison, improving the
energy efficiency and throughput capabilities of 60-GHz sys-
tems.

Keywords 60 GHz · Energy self-sustainability ·
Millimeter-wave · Peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) ·
Single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-
FDMA) · Variable slot time-time division multiple access
(VST-TDMA)

1 Introduction

Historical trends portray that wireless technology is evolv-
ing, reaching maturity at the frequencies below 5 GHz and
pushing for real estate in the higher portion of the spec-
trum. For example: One of the current most ubiquitous
Wireless LocalAreaNetwork (WLAN) technologies isWire-
less Fidelity (WiFi), which using a 2.4/5 GHz modulating
frequency, channel widths of 20/40 MHz, multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) antenna arrays, orthogonal fre-
quency divisionmultiplexing (OFDM), and dense quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) constellations can reach a
maximum of 600 Mbps [9,31], indicating that this tech-
nology is reaching its mature stages and it will become
increasingly difficult to make significant improvements over
relatively short time periods. For this reason mm-wave tech-
nology is becoming the new alternative forWireless Personal
AreaNetworks (WPAN) [35,54,59]. Due to their limited size
these access points are sometimes referred to as picocells
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Fig. 1 ECMA-387 operating
frequency range and band
allocation
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[33,36,49] or (less frequently) microcells [22]. mm-Wave
systems have already proven to transmit at 2.5 Gbps [14],
using simple techniques. To achieve these high bitrates it
is beneficial to have large bandwidths, and make efficient
use of this resource. The 60-GHz frequency band is attrac-
tive to throughput-demanding applications, such as: WPANs
[50,53] and e-Health [21]. It is also a good candidate for
access network services convergence.

While spectrum has become scarce at microwave frequen-
cies, it is plentiful in the mm-wave domain. Cellular systems,
which are in the microwave spectrum region, are charac-
terized by having extremely precious but limited spectrum.
Several initiatives and proposal are ongoing to expand the
current cellular bandwidth within the microwave frequency
range [11], which is not enough to achieve the capacities
needed by 5G systems and the devices connected to the
Internet of Things (IoT). There is a vast amount of spectrum
available at themm-wave frequency bands, ranging from 3 to
300 GHz [11,17,44,46,58]; therefore, mm-wave frequency
bands are being proposed to be used in 5G cellular networks.

It is difficult to prognosticate what 5G networks will
look like and what components will it incorporate. 60-GHz
technology is a strong contender for 5G short-range access
networks. A time-multiplexing protocol is an appealing solu-
tion because of the small cell size, frequency reuse, and
reduced number of users per cell, all which point toward
the effective and flexible use of the bandwidth. Addition-
ally, the uncertainty of what components will 5G network be
composed of, requires the design of a versatile MAC proto-
col. For example: A protocol that can perform quality of
service (QoS) in both upstream and downstream, reserve
time for processes other than multiplexing data, and the
ability to dynamically adjust the energy consumption, and
the capability to shift the bandwidth to where it is needed
(upstream/downstream/symmetric) is a good candidate for
WLAN/WPAN. If we add the available bandwidth found in
the 60 GHz region, this protocol is an excellent candidate for
5G networks (more on these topics in Sect. 3.2).

Initial attempts to standardize the 60GHz frequency range
already exists. Among these initiatives are the ECMA-387
standard [26], 802.11ad-2012 [61], and the IEEE802.16 stan-
dard [24,25]. One particular interest to our work is the band
allocation of ECMA-387. It divides the operating frequency
range (57.24 65.88 GHz) in four bands, as shown in Fig. 1.
Several motives for having a low number of bands exist, such

as: less expensive (simpler filter design) and low number of
users per picocell. Since there are low number of users per
cell, it is not necessary to divide the usable spectrum into
many bands, it is more efficient to assign ample bandwidth to
each user (due to the small cell size), having inmind that there
could potentially be a single user, than to reserve a reduced
portion to the band leaving other frequencies unused. There-
fore, frequency multiplexing is not an efficient approach in
small cells, for this reason the focus of this work is to design
a time-domain multiplexing technique with efficient time-
allocating capabilities.

In this work a time multiplexing technique, denoted
here as variable slot time-time division multiplexing access
(VST-TDMA), is proposed. It has a self-adjusting time slot
algorithm with a cyclic process that reserves time slots as
they are requested. The requests are performed in a preemp-
tivemanner, such that when the slot assignment is performed,
the base station is utilizing information that was obtained
ahead of time. This is the reason the base station can allo-
cate the exact amount of time necessary without having to
estimate or guess. The serviced node (SN) does not need
to adjust to a predetermined slot time, as with most types
of time-based multiplexing techniques. Even though VST-
TDMA is referred as a TDMA-based protocol it differs
significantly from the standard mechanisms. The versatility
of VST-TDMA expands the fix-time reservation of TDMA
to a flexible and dynamic-time reservation ideology. VST-
TDMA is not limited to data reservation, it also allows
an easy incorporation of any process that needs to reserve
channel access. Various useful processes could be imple-
mented without modifying the algorithm, a few examples
are: idle time and QoS. In wireless access networks ener-
getically self-sustainable nodes are desirable due to the
additional mobility it can provide by reducing (or eliminat-
ing) charging times. A node with a low energy reserve that is
equippedwith an energy-harvesting device can insert an idle-
time process into the frame transmission cycle to allow the
device to recharge, by trading-off throughput, as suggested
in [27,28]. Another advantage of VST-TDMA is that QoS
can be easily implemented, for example, if a node has time-
sensitive information, the algorithm can switch to smaller
and more frequent process reservations such that the effec-
tive throughput remains the same but the stream’s overall
delay is reduced. Also, different priority level traffic can have
different reservation frequency privileges and different reser-
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Fig. 2 Comparison between time allocation schemesVST-TDMAver-
sus TDMA

vation time frame duration. A graphical comparison between
time division multiple access (TDMA) and VST-TDMA is
portrayed in Fig. 2.

The proposedmultiplexing technique can be implemented
in many types of networks. Its design is aimed to improve the
performance of networks that have essentially two traits: (1)
small cell, and (2) throughput demanding. Small cells imply
few users per cell and therefore it is difficult to justify the use
of frequency division multiplexing techniques. An efficient
time-based multiplexing technique allows the bandwidth to
be fully utilized. 60-GHz mm-wave technology fulfills well
this role and for its high throughput capabilities it is the main
motivator for designing VST-TDMA.

2 Background

Important content is included in this section to provide rel-
evant information regarding modulation topics and related
work in the MAC protocol field. This will help to better
understand somemodulation concepts discussed in this work
and to emphasize somedifferences betweenVST-TDMAand
other multiple access techniques.

2.1 Physical layer design

The IEEE 802.16 standard specifies four different physical
layer (PHYs) solutions, including two single-carrier (SC and
SCa) modes, OFDM, and a mode based on orthogonal fre-
quency division multiple access (OFDMA) (IEEE 2004a)
[24,25]. For further details regarding the four PHYs solu-
tionswithin the IEEE802.16 standard,we suggest the readers
to focus in [57] and [19]. One single carrier (SC) mode,
which has been specified for frequency bands between 10
and 66 GHz, targets non-directed line-of-sight (LOS) com-
munication links, whereas all other modes are designed for
frequency bands below 11 GHz that must cover Non-LOS
(NLOS) links [24,25]. The initial version of the standard
(IEEE 802.16-2001) specified only single-carrier PHY [24].
It targets frequency bands between 10 and 66 GHz, in which

non-directed LOS communication is mandatory due to the
propagation characteristics [57]. Under non-directed LOS
conditions the effects of multipath propagation, the delay
spread of the system, is significantly reduced.

New wireless communication standards, such as the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) long-term evolution
(LTE), employ OFDM-based techniques for spectral effi-
ciency. Despite the benefits offered by the newly introduced
standards, the power amplifier of the mobile terminal has to
accommodate higher peak-to-average power ratios (PAPR)
than prior standards, such aswideband code divisionmultiple
access (WCDMA), code division multiple access (CDMA),
and enhanced data rates for GSM evolution EDGE [15]. As
a result, PAPR plays an important role in the design of wire-
less communication systems because power amplifiers are
usually operated in the linear mode rather than the saturation
mode. A bandlimited signal with high PAPR requires a large
back-off to guarantee that the power amplifier operates inside
its linear region in order not to distort the transmitted signals
[7,38,39]. In addition, signals with high PAPR require higher
dynamic ranges of digital-to-analog converters (DAC) at the
power amplifier. In the 3GPP LTE standard, the technolo-
gies being implemented consist of single carrier frequency
division multiple access (SC-FDMA), as well as OFDMA.
Both of these technologies are based on OFDM techniques;
however, SC-FDMA is being recommended as the uplink
access technology due to its lower PAPR [7,9,38,39]. To
comply with the initial version of the IEEE 802.16-2001
standard, which species the use of a single carrier system
for frequency bands between 10 and 66 GHz, we propose the
implementation of SC-FDMA as the transmission scheme to
be implemented by the SNs for uplink and downlink. Further,
a system with a low PAPR is beneficial to the SNs, which are
battery operated devices, because of the potential power sav-
ings. In the next sub-section we will describe in more details
the SC-FDMA system, as well as the signals produced in the
system.

2.1.1 Overview of the SC-FDMA system

SC-FDMA is also known as a discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) spread OFDMA scheme because time domain sym-
bols are transformed to the frequency domain via the DFT
before OFDMA modulation.The orthogonality is due to the
fact that each user occupies different orthogonal subcar-
riers in the frequency domain [38,39]. The transmitter in
a SC-FDMA system converts a binary input signal into
a sequence of modulated subcarriers. In Fig. 3 we find
a graphical description of how the transmitted SC-FDMA
symbols are generated, as well as the nomenclature used
throughout the rest of this manuscript, in the time and fre-
quency domain. At the input of the transmitter, a baseband
modulator transforms the binary sequence to a multilevel
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Fig. 3 Block diagram of the SC-FDMA symbols expressed in the time
and frequency domain

sequence of complex numbers using one of several digital
modulation techniques. The transmitter groups the modu-
lated symbols, {xn}, into blocks each containing N symbols,
{xn : n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , N − 1}. The first step in modulat-
ing the SC-FDMA subcarriers is to perform an N-point
DFT to generate a frequency domain representation of the
input symbols. The frequency domain samples after DFT
are expressed as {X̃ k : k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , N − 1}. Subcar-
rier mapping is then performed, and each of the DFT outputs
is mapped to one of the transmittable M (>N) orthogonal
subcarriers. We have that Q = N

M , where Q is the bandwidth
expansion of the symbol sequence, also known as the spread-
ing factor. The frequency domain samples after subcarrier
mapping are denoted as {X̃l : l = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , M − 1}.

In SC-FDMA, subcarrier mapping can be achieved using
one of several existing methods. The most common meth-
ods are the localized and distributed subcarrier modes [7,9,
38,39]. In the distributed subcarrier mode, the DFT outputs
are spread over the entire bandwidth and zeros are intro-
duced in the unused subcarriers. A special case of distributed
SC-FDMA is known as interleaved SC-FDMA. Whereas in
the localized subcarrier mapping mode, the outputs of the
DFT are occupied by consecutive subcarriers, and the rest of
the unused subcarriers are filled with zeros. The interleaved
mode of SC-FDMA is more desirable than the localized
mode in terms of PAPR and power efficiency [37,39]. After
the subcarrier mapping, an M-point inverse DFT (IDFT)
transforms the amplitudes of the subcarriers into a com-
plex time-domain signal. Each complex time-domain signal
is modulated into a single frequency carrier, and the sym-
bols are transmitted sequentially. After an M-point IDFT is
applied, and the complex time-domain symbols are denoted
as {x̃m : m = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , M − 1}.

The transmitter performs two other signal processing
operations previous to transmission. The output of the IDFT
is followed by a cyclic prefix (CP). The CP is inserted to
prevent intersymbol interference (ISI), which is due to mul-
tipath propagation. Certain subcarriers are used to insert a
set of symbols to accommodate the cyclic prefix. The cyclic
prefix is a copy of the last fraction of the most recent block,
which is added to the beginning of the next block. The CP
is very important for two reasons: it acts as a guard time

between consecutive blocks, and since the CP is a copy of
the last part of the previous block, the system is converted
into a discrete time circular convolution between the trans-
mitted data block and the channel impulse response [39]. The
complex time-domain passband signal to be transmitted for
a block of data is given as follows

x (t) = e jwct
M−1∑

m=0

x̃m p
(
t − mT̃

)
, (1)

where p(t) is the baseband pulse implemented, and wc is
the frequency of the passband carrier implemented in the
system. The baseband pulse is implemented to bandlimit the
transmitted signal and reduce the out-of-band signal energy
[23,39]. In our work we implement the traditional root raised
cosine (RRC) pulse because it is the one proposed by the
3GPP standard in the transmitter and receiver of the user
equipment (UE) and base station (BS) [1,2].

The time-domain symbols of the localized and interleaved
SC-FDMA systems were initially derived by Myng et al.
[38]; therefore, for a complete derivation of the time-domain
signals we suggest the readers to refer to [38]. In general, the
time-domain signals produced by the localized SC-FDMA
(SC-LFDMA) system are exact copies of the input symbols.
These exact copies are found in the N-multiple sample posi-
tions,whereas the in-betweenvalues are a summation of all of
the input symbols fromagiven input block. These in-between
values are the ones that end up increasing the PAPR of the
SC-LFDMA system.Whereas for the interleaved SC-FDMA
(SC-IFDMA) system, the resulting time-domain symbols are
simply a repetition of the original input symbols.

2.2 Work related to time-based access schemes

Most cellular technologies rely on time-based multiplexing
techniques, mainly time division multiple access (TDMA).
Some examples of these are GSM [56], D-AMPS [5], PDC,
iDEN, PHS, IEEE 802.16a (WiMax) [60], Bluetooth [52],
TD-SCDMA, ITU-T G.hn, LTE, Advanced LTE (A-LTE),
and many others. Not all these examples are exclusively
TDMA-based, some like LTE and A-LTE also have fre-
quency multiplexing techniques. The basic operation of
TDMA is to split the time domain in equal length time slots.
Each slot is assigned to a user for the entire duration of the
slot. In the case of TDD, time division is used to provide a
half-duplex link, this is done by using the allocated time for
either upstream or downstream transmissions.

There has been much work in TDMA-based protocols.
Some are briefly discussed here, in particular those that
share similar attributes with VST-TDMA. The protocols
discussed are: client-weighted medium-transparent MAC
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protocol (CW-MT-MAC) [29], process-stacking multiplex-
ing access (PSMA) [20], Dynamic TDMA Scheduling (D-
TDMAScheduling orDTS) [13], packet reservationmultiple
access/dynamic allocation (PRMA/DA) [32], resource auc-
tion multiple access (RAMA) [4], slot reservation demand
assignment multiple access (SRDAMA) [34], quality of ser-
vice collision-free Receiver-Oriented MAC (QoS-CROMA)
[18], and time division multiple access/frequency division
duplexing (TDMA/FDD) [6], sensor-MAC (S-MAC) [63],
timeout-MAC (T-MAC) [55], pattern-MAC (P-MAC) [65],
Medium Reservation Preamble based MAC (MRPM) [51],
adjustable sleep-modeMAC (AS-MAC) [64], Aloha [3], and
Slotted Aloha [45]. CW-MT-MAC is a cross-layer (physical-
data link) MAC protocol designed specifically for 60-GHz
cells. It not only manages the flow of data through the wire-
less cell, but it also allocates the wavelength resources to
each cell. Resources are allocated by demand, clients with
higher demand are assigned greater priorities. The demand
is determined by the number of active users per cell, where
active users are those that consistently request resources.
PSMA is the predecessor of VST-TDMA, so it shares many
similarities, including the preemptive scheduling and the
energy efficiency. The main difference is that PSMA is ori-
ented to sensor networks as previous work only discusses
unidirectional (upstream) transmissions. Another important
difference is that in VST-TDMA, alternative energy pro-
files are proposed such that the throughput is a function of
the available charge and not necessary fixed at the energy
self-sustainable transmission rate (which decrease signifi-
cantly the bit rate). D-TDMA is very similar to TDMA, with
the exception that the time slots are dynamically assigned
and several time slots in a row can be assigned to a single
user if the system determines this is the optimal choice. In
PRMA/DA each node can request a specific number of slots,
the information is sent through the frame header. Time slot
assignment is cyclic and can be reserved. Slots are assigned
in the same manner than slotted ALOHA. In RAMA time
slots are auctioned. There is a contention period where nodes
“bid”, the base station determines which node has the high-
est priority and based on this criteria it assigns time slots.
SRDAMA shares some similarities with VST-TDMA in the
sense that it has a request-allocate mechanism, nevertheless
in SRDAMA this is not done in a preemptive manner and it is
based on Slotted ALOHA, which means slot times are fixed.
In QoS-CROMA the base station can be programmed to ser-
vice the surrounding nodes based on any priority criteria.
The technique relies on an isotropic architecture as the base
station is sending information to one node, while possibly
sending an acknowledgement signal (within the same frame)
to another node. Each node is programmed to ignore the part
of the information that does not belong to it. This reduces
latency and improves the effective throughput. TDMA/FDD
uses frequency division duplexing, as the name suggests, to

multiplex the downstream and upstream data using different
frequency bands. This avoids collisions between these types
of data. It also has control time slots interleaved (much less
frequent) with the data time slots. These slots provide ser-
vice requirements information regarding the data slots, and
enables the capability to provide QoS. S-MAC, T-MAC, P-
MAC, andAS-MACare all from the same family and variants
of S-MAC.S-MACis aMACprotocol that has an active/sleep
state duty cycle, where reducing the duty cycle saves more
energy (it sleeps for a longer periods of time). The duty cycle
can be adjusted based on the application’s throughput and
energy requirements. T-MAC, P-MAC, and MRPM have a
few improvements over S-MAC but the basic operation is
the same and they all have in common that the frame size
has a fixed length. AS-MAC works slightly differently, it
works in a similar way than S-MAC and T-MAC, but it has a
variable sleep time. This allows and extra variable for opti-
mization, but creates a more complex system as this scheme
expects neighboring nodes to synchronize sleep times. AS-
MAC shares a similar scheme than VST-TDMA in the sense
that energy consumption can be controlled by the sleep time.
Nevertheless none of the protocols from the S-MAC family
have a preemptive system to compute the necessary active
time. It should be mentioned that some of the MAC proto-
cols discussed here are oriented forwireless sensor networks,
but what is interesting to this work is the multiplexing tech-
niques used, the energy efficiency, and other strengths and
weaknesses that standout. In all these cases, with the excep-
tion of AS-MAC, time slots or frames are of fixed length,
this simplifies synchronization, though there are techniques
that allow to further compress the time slots, so that there is
no timewasted and synchronization is maintained. An exam-
ple of this is the techniques used to synchronize and reserve
resources in VST-TDMA, described in Sect. 3.2. Aloha and
Slotted Aloha are contention-based protocols, rather than
reservation-based. These are well-known protocols and can
serve as a good mean for comparison.

3 Proposed bottom-layer solutions

In this sectionwewill give a brief description of the proposed
bottom-layer solutions for the 60 GHz mm-wave wireless
communication systems. For the PHY, SC-FDMA is pro-
posed as the transmission scheme. In the access control layer
(within the data-link layer) resides VST-TDMA, which is
a protocol that performs multiplexing in the time-domain
by varying the user slot time, hence the name. This proto-
col is able to achieve energy self-sustainability given that it
is equipped with an energy harvesting device. The details
of how a variable time slot is achieved and energy self-
sustainability is implemented are in Sect. 3.2.
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3.1 Physical layer considerations

To fulfill with the initial requirements of the IEEE 802.16-
2001 standard, which specifies the use of a single carrier
system for frequency bands between 10 and 66 GHz, we
propose the implementation of the SC-FDMA technology
as the transmission scheme to be implemented in the uplink
and downlink. SC-FDMA is characterized as being an energy
efficient system because of its low PAPR compared to that of
the OFDM scheme. A system with a low PAPR is beneficial
to the SNs implemented in our network topology, which are
battery operated devices, because of power limitations. The
SC-FDMA system will be analyzed in terms of PAPR for the
interleaved and localized subcarrier mapping modes and dif-
ferentmodulation schemes. The performance of the proposed
system will be compared with the OFDM scheme in terms
of PAPR efficiency. The OFDM scheme has been proposed
by several researchers as the technology to be implemented
for the 60 and 70 GHz-bands [47,48,62], as well as by the
IEEE 802.16 [24,25] and ECMA-387 [26] standards. Fur-
ther, OFDM-based systems are being studied and proposed
as one of the technologies to be implemented at the physical
layer of 5G systems [12,17,44,46,58]. For example, OFDM-
based systems combined with MIMO techniques are being
suggested as the key technologies to be used at the physical
layer of 5G cellular networks.

3.2 Variable slot time TDMA

VST-TDMA, like TDMA, performs multiplexing access in
the time domain. VST-TDMA schedules processes and the
process time is reserved when requested and for the time
requested, i.e., there is a variable slot time duration.Aprocess
can be the transmission of data, transmission of control sig-
nals, or just the insertion of idle time (for energy conservation
purposes). It is oriented to work in the 60 GHz mm-wave
spectrum region for several reasons. As mentioned earlier
this region of the spectrum exhibits high atmospheric absorp-
tion due to the resonance with the oxygen molecules. This
causes a drastic cell size reduction compared to neighboring
carrier frequencies. This limits considerably the amount of
end-systems found in the cell. For this reason a multiplexing
technique that does not divide the frequency band into sub-
bands is an attractive option. Dividing into sub-bands means
less bandwidth per band. In a scenario where there are less
devices in the cell than sub-bands will leave unused spectrum
and therefore will be a wasteful strategy. It is more efficient
to multiplex in the time domain as devices request access.
This motivates the use of a TDMA-based protocol. Another
reason for using a high-bandwidth single-channel strategy
is frequency reuse. The 60-GHz carrier frequency is usually
modeled as a NLOS wave. This technology is expected to
have an effective coverage radius in the range of 1–10meters,

dependingmainly on the beamwidth of the antenna and gains
used. In these scenarios frequency reuse is a viable option that
should be exploited, therefore having a single-channel time-
based multiplexing technique is an ideal solution. Another
consideration adopted in the design of VST-TDMA is related
to the high directionality of the antennas. Narrow beamwidth
transmissions exacerbate the hidden-node and exposed-node
problems because neighbor discovery is more difficult to
achieve with non-isotropic waves. This discards the use of
any carrier-sense multiplexing access (CSMA) technique. In
VST-TDMA, the only requirement for successful multiplex-
ing is that all the nodes have the base station in their field
of view and vice versa, but it is not necessary that the nodes
sense each other.Hence,VST-TDMAis not affected by either
of these problems.

The subsections that follow explain some of the most
important features of VST-TDMA, these are: the global time
pointer, packet encapsulation, communication dynamics, and
energy self-sustainability scheme.

3.2.1 Global time pointer

To organize the transmissions a global time pointer is set by
the base station, also referred as the Wireless Access Point
(WAP). In the event that an internal WAP process or a node
requests the reservation of the channel, this process is sched-
uled at the time stored in the global time pointer and the
pointer is shifted by the amount of time requested, in prac-
tice a buffer time is also inserted for processes that require the
use of the channel to account for wave propagation time. If
the current time reaches the global pointer time itmeans there
are no pending tasks and the WAP switches to listen mode.
All nodes operate at the same frequency in both upstream
and downstream directions, to multiplex this bidirectional
scheme TDD is used.

3.2.2 Packet encapsulation

Before explaining the packet encapsulator, the neighbor-
ing processors will be discussed. The packet encapsulator
processor is surrounded by the queue and main processors.
The queue has a very simple task, it gathers high level pack-
ets and releases themwhen the main processor requests them
(when it is ready to send). Once requested the queue releases
all the packets (there could be a specified maximum) in its
buffer. The packet encapsulator, which will be discussed in
more detail below, gathers all the queue packets and encap-
sulates these in a frame. Once encapsulated the frame is
transferred to the main processor, which stores the destina-
tion address (among other information) in the header and
sends out the frame. The packet encapsulator has a crucial
role in the VST-TDMA scheme, so it will be discussed in
more detail. The encapsulator, as expected, gathers the net-
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work layer packets (typically IP) coming from the queue and
encapsulates these into a jumbo frame. Once the frame is
built, its size (in bits) is translated into a slot duration time
(seconds) using the transmission bit rate (b/s). This is the
amount of time requested by the SN to transmit the next
frame. The computed time, which is used to synchronize this
frame, is inserted into a previously stored frame. Note: It
should be mentioned that the size could be stored directly
and the WAP can perform the translation to time, both tech-
niques have advantages. The previous frame is sent to the
main processor,while the recently encapsulated frame is tem-
porarily stored. Since the recently built frame triggers the
transmission of the previously stored frame, this process is
referred to as a push (i.e. the arriving frame pushes the stored
one). This continues until the queue is empty or a specified
maximum is reached. To better illustrated this process see
Fig. 4.

3.2.3 Communication dynamics of VST-TDMA

To stack the frames the following rules are applied, please
refer to Fig. 5 to aid the discussion. The task of linking and
servicing the first SN is trivial, since there are no other active
transmissions. If various nodes are sharing the channel and an
inactive node turns active, such that is must enter the sharing
cycle, it will send a hello frame. The processes are stacked
such that there is insufficient time to transmit in between
frames; this will cause collisions. When a collisions occurs,

the WAP sends a new schedule time to the expected SN with
the maximum allocation time (assuming the sync field could
not be recovered). Since this is the last event a beacon signal
is scheduled after this allowing enough time for a hello frame
to be retransmitted.

Because there is a scheduled SN the unlinked SN has to
wait until the beacon signal to establish a link. Once theWAP
has serviced and rescheduled the linked SNs, it sends the
beacon signal. TheunlinkedSNdetects that this is a broadcast
message (not a hello frame response) and retransmits the
hello frame and holds on to the data until the next cycle. The
WAP links the SN and from there on frame exchange returns
to its routine, but with an additional SN.

3.2.4 Energy self-sustainability support under VST-TDMA

Energy efficiency is an essential feature in any wireless sys-
tem. Self-sustainability is an attractive quality that frees
the nodes from a fixed power supply. To support self-
sustainability a node must poses an energy harvesting device
and this device must generate energy at a greater rate than
the discharge rate of the sleep state. Using VST-TDMA
an idle process can be inserted in a cyclic manner to help
restore battery loss. The following set of equations describe
how to compute the necessary time needed to attain self-
sustainability. The self-sustainability condition is given as
follows:

E⊗ ≥
∑

i∈State
E�
i + E�

sleep. (2)

The energy harvested is given by E⊗ and all the dis-
charge states are denoted by the set E�

i , except for the energy
consumed by the sleep state, which is denoted by E�

sleep. i
denotes the space of states, i.e., transmission, reception, syn-
chronization, etc. (except sleep). Because E = P t , (2) can
be solved for the sleep time. To find the sleep time expression
we assume that the system is continuously harvesting energy
(i.e. t⊗ = ∑

i∈State t
�
i + t�sleep) and that the discharge rate of

all the states is greater than the energy harvesting rate, with
the exception of the sleep state, then we have the following
expression:

tsleep ≥
∑

i∈State
(
P�
i − P⊗)

t�i
P⊗ − P�

sleep

. (3)

Note that if the discharge rate of all the energy-consuming
states, including the sleep state, where lower than the energy
harvesting rate then the sleep time would not be necessary
and the expression is reduced to tsleep = 0. If the energy
consumption of the sleep state where greater than the energy
harvesting rate then there is no solution to the inequality
(i.e. it is impossible to achieve energy self-sustainability). If
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Fig. 6 Energy harvesting effect on the node energy levels as a function
of time

the node determines it should enter energy self-sustainability
mode, based on predefined criteria, it will measure the
amount of energy (or power) it consumes in all the states. It
informs theWAPof its energy state and that it has switched to
energy self-sustainability mode. Once the WAP is informed
it computes the sleep time using (3). The WAP uses this
information to schedule the node, inserting and idle time
between frames (see Fig. 6). Since the Sync frame contains
the computed resume time, the node can enter and remain
in sleep mode until the synchronization time is reached.
This procedure is repeated in every cycle and the sleep time
can be adjusted accordingly with the objective of balanc-
ing the energy consumed with the energy harvested. This
energy self-sustainability mechanism can be applied to var-
ious applications such as video streaming, personal health
monitoring, playing online video games, synchronizing large
amounts of data with the cloud, among many other applica-
tions that 5G networks will enable.

4 Discussion and results

This section demonstrates the advantages of using the
proposed solutions described in Sect. 3. The simulations
include PAPR analysis of SC-FDMA, time savings of VST-
TDMA versus legacy TDMA, and charge/throughput trade-
off analysis of different sleep-time values, including the
self-sustainable and a charge-proportional sleep-time cases.

4.1 PAPR analysis of the proposed system

SC-FDMA has similar throughput performance, and essen-
tially the same overall complexity as OFDMA [7,10,16,38,
39]. A principal advantage of SC-FDMA over OFDM and
OFDMA is its lower PAPR. Therefore, in this section we
analyze the PAPRof the proposed systemusing different sub-
carrier mapping modes and high order modulation schemes.
For the different systems implemented, 105 uniform random
symbol blocks were generated. Applying the criteria in [7,9],
and [8], the PAPRof the the pulse shapingfilterwasmeasured
and analyzed. After calculating the PAPR of each block, the

Table 1 System simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Technology SC-FDMA/OFDM

Modulation QPSK/16QAM

Number of subcarriers 512

Input data block size 64

Spreading factor Q 8

Transmission bandwidth 400 MHz

Block oversampling 4

Subcarrier allocation Interleaved/localized (only in
SC-FDMA)

Uniform random data points 105

Roll-off factor α = 0.22

Pulse shaping filter Root raised cosine (RRC)

data was presented as an empirical complementary cumula-
tive distribution function (CCDF) [40]. The CCDF function
measures the probability that a given PAPR exceeds a certain
threshold described in our work as PAPR0. Therefore, the
CCDF function is given as (Pr {PAPR > PAPR0}). Unlike
OFDM, the statistical properties of PAPR for single carrier
modulations are not easily obtained analytically [7,9,39];
therefore, we implemented numerical analysis in our work
to examine the PAPRof the proposed system. The total PAPR
at the transmitter side is determined by the combination of the
technology scheme used and the pulse shaping filter imple-
mented. The PAPR is defined as the ratio of the peak power
to the average power of the signal to be transmitted.

Table 1 illustrates the parameters implemented in our
simulations, which in general comply with the parameters
implemented in [62]. This was done to compare the PAPR
performance of the proposed system with OFDM, which has
been the technology proposed for the 60 and 70 GHz bands
by other researchers [47,48,62]. Further, we evaluated the
proposed system by using localized and interleaved subcar-
rier mapping for the SC-FDMA scheme. We implemented
high order modulation schemes, such as QPSK and 16QAM,
to evaluate PAPR performance in SC-FDMA and OFDM.
The 3GPP specifications suggest the use of the RRC pulse at
the transmitter side of the BS and UE with a roll-off factor
α = 0.22 [1,2]; therefore, we will evaluate the RRC pulse
with α = 0.22.

In Figs. 7 and 8 we analyze the PAPR performance of
the proposed SC-IFDMA, SC-LFDMA, and the traditional
OFDM system using QPSK and 16QAM, respectively. It can
be seen that the SC-IFDMA system has the lowest PAPR
compared to those of the other evaluated systemswith a fixed
roll-off factor and different modulation schemes. Further,
the proposed system completely outperforms the traditional
OFDM scheme in terms of PAPR performance. For a proba-
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Fig. 7 CCDF of PAPR for the proposed systems and OFDM with α =
0.22 and QPSK
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Fig. 8 CCDF of PAPR for the proposed systems and OFDM with α =
0.22 and 16QAM

bility of 10−4 and using QPSK, the SC-IFDMA system has
a PAPR0 of about 5.3 dB, whereas for the OFDM scheme
the PAPR0 is about 11.8 dB; therefore, there is a PAPR gain
of 6.5 dB for the evaluated system. Similar conclusions are
obtained by implementing 16QAM in the evaluated systems.

4.2 Multiplexing access analysis

The time-based multiplexing techniques implemented by
VST-TDMA allow it to schedule data efficiently, saving con-
siderable time. To demonstrate the performance capabilities
of VST-TDMA it is compared with four MAC protocols:
three widely known by the MAC layer community and a
recent proposal. The three well-known protocols are Aloha
[3], Slotted Aloha [45], and traditional TDMA. Another

SN0 SN1 SN2 SN3 WAPSN4

Fig. 9 Modeled network topology, four serviced nodes and one wire-
less access point

protocol compared is CW-MT-MAC, which is recent work
(2014) in 60-GHz WLAN MAC protocols [29], which is
an improvement of a previous proposal [30]. CW-MT-MAC
has several similarities to VST-TDMA including: the wire-
less transmission is multiplexed in time, the superframe has a
variable length (similar to variable time slot duration, butwith
less granularity), and it is designed specifically for 60 GHz
transmissions. Additionally, even though the throughput is
normalized, both work have chosen 1 Gbps as the channel
bitrate for the simulations. Among the results obtained by
[29], this work uses the best results reported in this publica-
tion, which is the CW-MT-MAC case using a wavelength to
remote antenna unit (RAU) ratio (λ/R) of 4:5 (80%), that is,
for every four available wavelengths there are five RAUs (see
Sect. 2.2 or [29] for more information). The network topol-
ogy consists of one WAP and five SNs as shown in Fig. 9,
this is to match nodes per RAU from [29]. A simulation sce-
nario is configured to observe how the protocol handles the
trafficwith different data transmission loads by observing the
resulting throughput. Load here is used in the same context as
all nodes start transmitting simultaneously. The link capac-
ity is fixed at 1 Gbps. For VST-TDMA, the load is varied
by setting the packets arrival rate at the sender’s queue, this
will isolate transport layer effects that can be caused by TCP
or UDP packet arrival patterns. The load is evenly distrib-
uted among the SNs. The performance of traditional TDMA
depends on the amount of slots the cycle has been divided
into. Choosing a large number can accommodate many SNs,
but the cycle requires more time to serve all nodes (slower
maximum throughput). The TDMAs compared are 16 and 32
slot. Packet sizes in all cases are 1288 bytes. Synchronization
frames (only for VST-TDMA) are 20 bytes. The maximum
slot time of VST-TDMA is chosen to match the superframe
size of CW-MT-MAC. The buffer time (time from the last
transmission’s tail to the head of the next) is 160 ns, which is
large enough to avoid frame collisions between transmissions
in an office environment (48meters between nodes). The sim-
ulation parameters are shown in Table 2 and the results are
shown in Fig. 10.

Several observations can be made from Fig. 10. Both tra-
ditional TDMA protocols have a peak value for a certain
traffic load. In the case for a TDMA with 16 slots (TDMA-
16), the maximum throughput that can be achieved, using the
common scenario is approximately 31% of the traffic load.
For the 32-slot version of TDMA (TDMA-32) the through-
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Table 2 MAC protocol simulation parameters

Description Value

(a) General

Wireless throughput 1 Gb/s

Packet size 1288 bytes

Max. distance between SN-WAP 48 m

Max. propagation delay 160 ns

Buffer time 160 ns

(b) Additional CW-MT-MAC

Fiber propagation delay 1 μs

Available wavelengths 8

RAUs 10

Superframe sizea 14960 bytes

Scheduling round-robin algorithm

a Superframe includes resource requesting frames and data frames for
10 RAUs
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Fig. 10 Normalized throughput performance for different traffic loads

put is reduced further and has a maximum of 16% of the
traffic load. This occurs because for the same size time slot,
32-slot TDMA needs twice the time to cycle through all the
slots. If the traffic is been generated by 5 users, only 5 slots
will be active. The other slots are reserved for other users.
The greater the amount of slots, the more users the WAP
can support. Both Aloha and Slotted Aloha are contention-
based protocols and exhibit a peak throughput at 0.5 and 1.0
traffic loads, respectively. The reason for observing a peak is
because during low traffic loads the channel in under-utilized,
but inversely, when the load is too high there is an excessive
amount of collisions and the probability of a frame been
successfully transmitted decreases with increasing load. In
the case of slotted Aloha, i.e., same as Aloha but restrict-
ing the start time to the beginning of a slot, the throughput
is increased because collisions occur only when you nodes

Table 3 Battery simulation parameters

Description Value

(a) Setup

Sleep time 0–1000 ms

Energy harvesting rate 100 µJ/s

Battery energy capacity 25920 J

Battery voltage 3 V

(b) Power

Operation mode Power

Sleep 0.09 mW

Transmitting 9.9 mW

Receiving 9.3 mW

Synchronization 6 mW

transmit simultaneously, but there is no longer a chance of a
frame collidingwith a partially overlapping frame. In the case
of CW-MT-MAC, the throughput is constraint by the amount
of available wavelengths per RAU. It is a fair assumption that
the underlying backbone technology of 60-GHz cells is fiber-
optic-based. Since theCW-MT-MACwork reports results for
up to 80% λ/R ratio, an attempt to estimate a ratio of 1:1
(100%) is done here for a better comparison. The design-
ers of CW-MT-MAC mention that there is a linear relation
between throughput and load, with a 92% efficiency. Results
show that adding overhead decreases this to 88–90%, finally
there is an additional 13–15% drop (25% total), which is
not explained, that causes the 80% case have less than 60%
throughput. Extrapolating the results of [29] for the λ/R of
1:1, will yields a normalized throughput of 0.75. Finally,
VST-TDMA shows a constant efficiency of over 99%, inde-
pendent of the traffic load.

4.2.1 Charge aware multiplexing access implementation

VST-TDMAhas various advantages. One advantage of VST-
TDMA is that it can be programmed to monitor the battery
charge and react such that a mobile node does not need
to connect to a fixed power supply to charge. The device
can estimate the state of charge and dynamically adjust the
sleep time to extend the useful remaining charge time. The
power-consumption simulation parameters used are drawn
from [27] with the exception of the battery energy capacity,
as realistic values are in the range of thousands of joules. The
parameters used are shown in Table 3. Adding a sleep interval
to make up for power loss in a system that has an energy har-
vesting device present has been suggested in earlier work
[21,27]. Having long periods of sleep time will certainly
improve the energy efficiency of the system, even make it
self-sustainable, but this will cause a throughput trade-off.
The throughput reduction is rarelymentioned andwhenmen-
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tioned it is mainly to inform the reader of its existence, but
there are limited studies of the effects of the sleep interval on
the throughput or how to improve the performance of multi-
plexing techniques that employ the sleep time.

The simulation scenario consist of a WAP and SN pair,
where each SN is equipped with an energy harvesting device
(100 μJ/s). The system throughput is 1 Gbps, though the
effective throughput can be varied by the insertion of sleep
(idle) times.As the sleep time increases the effective through-
put will decrease. The effective throughput can be computed
as the amount of data transmitted per unit time; for example,
if the link capacity is 1 Gbps and the channel is inactive for
half of the time then the effective throughput is 500 Mbps.
Observing Fig. 11, it can be noticed that the case where
the sleep time is zero (no sleep time) the battery will be
depleted in under 3 × 106 s, which is approximately one
month. This will be the minimum battery depletion time that
can occur. When the sleep time is increased to the point the
system is self-sustainable, hence called the self-sustainable
time, it will yield the maximum necessary time (i.e. any fur-
ther would be an unnecessary delay) and the system will
reach the lowest effective throughput. The asymptotes cor-
respond to the self-sustainable sleep times, i.e., ∼12 ms for
the downstream-only case and ∼22.5 ms for the TDD (bidi-
rectional) half-duplex case. The half-duplex sleep time is
approximately doubled because the sleep time is making up
for the power consumed by both upstream and downstream
traffic. It is not exactly double because the transmission and
reception power consumption parameters are not assumed
to be equal. When the sleep time equals the self-sustainable
time the battery depletion time is infinite in theory. Aswe can
see from Fig. 11, the last measurable point (when the system
is near self-sustainable) occurred once the battery depletion
time had exceeded 1011 s, or three thousand years, which is
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Fig. 12 Throughput dependence on sleep time

clearly overkill. This indicates that the node does not require
to operate at such conservative sleep times.Mapping the self-
sustainable time to the throughput (see Fig. 12), it can be
seen that the throughput for the unidirectional case will be
approximately 1 Mbps. For the purpose of comparison lets
assume that the life of a sensor was 20 years (∼ 6.3 × 108 s).
Observing again the downstream-only case this corresponds
to a sleep time of 2.5 ms (Fig. 11). This is equivalent to
a throughput in the tens of Mbps an order of magnitude
improvement over the self-sustainable case. This is assum-
ing the battery is never charged by another source other than
the energy harvesting device. If the active/inactive ratio is
modified the improvement will vary, so the exact improve-
ment factor will depend on the specific application. A higher
active/inactive ratio corresponds to a better throughput per-
formance, but worse energy conservation scheme. Therefore,
if the device could detect the user’s usage profile it could
dynamically adjust the sleep times to maintain an optimal
throughput without draining the battery.

Battery health is an important topic and its life can be
significantly extended by taking a simple measure. Though
the main focus on this work is not centered on the battery
degradation, it is suggested in various work [41–43] to keep
the level of Lithium-ion batteries above a certain threshold to
extend its life. The more frequent the battery is charged the
longer the life is extended, i.e., it is better to discharge 10 %
of the battery and recharge to full capacity 10 times than to
discharge 50 % of the battery and recharge to full capacity
2 times. Nevertheless, it is strongly suggested to not let the
battery discharge over 80 % of its total capacity otherwise
significant irreversible damage will occur to the battery cells.
For this reason the following set of simulations take this sug-
gestion into consideration. To avoid falling below the 20%of
the total available charge threshold the sleep time is adjusted
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Fig. 13 Charge, sleep time and throughput information for the down-
load only case (top) and the half-duplex TDD case (bottom)

such that it reaches the self-sustainable timewhen the battery
charge reaches 20% of the total capacity. As a function of the
charge state this can be achieved by enforcing the following
equality:

tsleep(t) = 5/4 ·
(
tSSS − tSSS · charge(t)

chargetotal

)
(4)

The following simulations where performed under two
cases. A downstream-only case, where the only upstream
information is the synchronization, and a half-duplex TDD
bidirectional symmetric-link case. An upstream only case
would behave in the samemanner from amultiplexing stand-
point (e.g. sensor network). By implementing the dynamic
sleep-time behavior, from (4), the battery will reach 20 %
of the total charge in approximately 1 × 1010 s or 300
years (see Fig. 13), which is still very conservative. When
this happens the sleep time is equal to the self-sustainable
sleep time, which means that the throughput has dropped

approximately three orders of magnitude. By implementing
the energy conservation model described by (4), the charge
can be preserved for a much longer period than if no sleep is
implemented and the throughput is significantly higher than
the throughput that results when the system is running at
the self-sustainable sleep time. Comparing the no-sleep dis-
charge ratewith the energy conservationmodel discharge rate
it can be observed that to reach 20 % of the total charge the
no-sleep scheme will drain the charge in 8640 · 3/0.099 =
2.6 × 106 s, which is 30.3 days or one month. Using the
energy conservation scheme in a 30-day interval the battery
will only drop 5 % of the total charge. Comparing from a
throughput standpoint using the energy conservation scheme
after a month of discharging the throughput will drop to
∼20Mbps. A more relevant metric than the current through-
put is the cumulative average throughput or CA (throughput),
as it indicates the overall data rate. The CA(throughput) is
defined as the overall throughput perceived up to that point in
time (i.e., CA[throughput]n = 1

timen

∑n
i=0 throughputi ·

(t imei − t imei−1), assuming t ime0 = 0, or alternatively
CA[throughput]t = 1

t

∫ t
0 throughput (τ )dτ ). Continuing

to compare the 30-day interval, from Fig. 13 (top) it can be
observed that the overall throughput for 2.6 × 106 s corre-
sponds to ∼50 Mbps. This is a significant improvement as
it is only 20 times lower than the no-sleep scheme and 50
times greater than the self-sustainable case. Considering that
the charge (as mentioned before) is only 5 % less than the
self-sustainable case and nearly 5 times better than the no-
sleep case, it is a reasonable trade-off. The half-duplex TDD
case is transmitting in both directions, but only the throughput
of one direction is analyzed (from the perspective of the end
user). Since it is transmitting twice the amount of information
it consumes nearly twice the amount of energy (transmitter
and receiver energy consumption are slightly different) and
therefore the sleep time will nearly double (188 % increase),
as shown in Fig. 13 (bottom). This will cause the throughput
to decrease to ∼25 Mbps. It should be stressed that this is a
generic case and the aggressiveness or leniency of the model
described by (4) can be adjusted to a particular application.

To provide further comparison, five cases are studied
and compared from a throughput and charge point of view.
These are the no-sleep case (sleep time = 0), the case where
the sleep time equals the self-sustainable sleep time (SST)
(tsleep = SST ), the case where sleep time equals SST/10
(tsleep = SST/10), the tsleep = SST/100 case, and the case
described by (4) where the sleep time is proportional to the
battery charge, where the relation is tsleep ∝ 1 − charge

chargetotal
.

As seen in Fig. 14, the traces that correspond to the no-
sleep-time (tsleep = 0) or a fraction of SST, show that the
discharge rate for these cases is quicker than the propor-
tional case. No cases outperform the self-sustainable case in
terms of energy preservation. From a data rate point of view,
as seen on Fig. 15, the throughput for the proportional sleep
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Fig. 14 Charge comparison for the download only case (top) and the
half-duplex TDD case (bottom)

time case is higher for the earlier region, which is generally
the most important region. In these plots (for both down-
load only and half-duplex TDD cases) the proportional sleep
time case starts at the no-sleep throughput and ends in the
self-sustainable sleep-time throughput. This shows that the
model behaves as designed. Another interesting point is that
the throughput of the dynamic sleep time case will exhibit
a throughput greater than the tsleep = SST/100 case for
∼ 1 × 105 s (approximately 27 h) and greater than the
tsleep = SST/10 case for ∼ 1 × 107 s (nearly 4 months).
This shows that as the battery charge decreases, it is sig-
nificantly more challenging to maintain a high throughput
for a prolonged period of time while attempting to conserve
energy. Overall this shows that the measures taken to pre-
serve energy while maintaining a high throughput have a
considerable improvement and can be further improved with
a specific target application.

Fig. 15 Throughput comparison for the download only case (top) and
the half-duplex TDD case (bottom)

5 SC-FDMA and VST-TDMA synergy

One of the main benefits of implementing SC-FDMA along-
side with VST-TDMA is that the energy savings produced by
SC-FDMA will yield higher throughputs using VST-TDMA
under the proportional scheme described in section 4.2.1.
This means higher independence and greater transmission
bit rates for longer duration. Greater energy savings will
push the curves shown in Fig. 15 toward the right, which
means greater throughput for the same amount of battery
use time. And additional advantage of the SC-FDMA/VST-
TDMA synergy is that SNs do not require to switch or tune to
specific frequencies, they will always use the whole allow-
able spectrum. This implies that the system can be further
simplified, meaning a reduction in cost and computational
overhead due to frequency tuning at the software level.
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6 Conclusions

A set of bottom-layer solutions is proposed for 60 GHz
millimeter-wave systems. The solutions include a multiplex-
ing access protocol with an energy-aware technique that is
embedded in the access protocol, and SC-FDMA is proposed
as the technology to be implemented at the physical layer.
Each attribute is discussed independently and its benefits are
described below.

SC-FDMA was proposed as the technology to be imple-
mented at the physical layer to complywith the initial version
of the IEEE 802.16-2001 standard, and because SC-FDMA
is characterized by having a lower PAPR compared to multi-
carrier systems. The proposed systemwas evaluated in terms
of PAPR by using the RRC pulse shaping filter and α = 0.22
to comply with the parameters indicated by the 3GPP stan-
dard. Through simulations it was shown that the proposed
system outperformed the OFDM system in terms of PAPR.

The multiplexing access protocol called VST-TDMA is
a time-based multiplexing technique. VST-TDMA is very
versatile, as it can reserve time for processes other than mul-
tiplexing data, the ability to dynamically adjust the energy
consumption, and the capability to shift the bandwidth to
where it is needed (upstream/downstream/symmetric). This
protocol takes advantage of the reduced cell size under the
assumption that the number of users is significantly reduced.
Considering that not all users are occupying the cell’s base
station at the same time, the available bandwidth is better
utilized by a time multiplexing access technique rather than
multiplexing in the frequency domain, where unused bands
are wasted, or using CSMA, where neighbor discovery is
unreliable. VST-TDMAshowed a significant increase in traf-
fic flow efficiency (i.e. increase in the overall throughput)
where the throughput to traffic load ratio (efficiency) was
consistently over 99 % for the traffic load range of 0.0–1.0
range. This is an improvement over other recent MAC pro-
tocol proposals, such as [29].

Another important characteristic of VST-TDMA is its
capability to find a self-sustainable state under the pres-
ence of an energy harvesting device. Results prove that by
balancing the charging time with the discharging time, self-
sustainability is feasible under the condition that the power
consumed by the sleep state is lower than the energy har-
vesting rate. The energy self-sustainability is achieved at the
cost of lowering the throughput. Slowing the transmission
rate allows for the system to reduce energy consumption,
if the usage is slowed enough a balance can be found (i.e.,
the energy harvester can compensate the energy loss). The
self-sustainable sleep time for a downstream-only case is
∼12 ms (from Fig. 11), which corresponds to a through-
put of ∼1 Mbps (from Fig. 12), a throughput significantly
lower than the channel capacity. Typical values for energy
consumption yield that a system capable of transmitting at

1 Gbps would be slowed down to just a fewMbps. Though, if
the device could detect the user’s usage profile it could force
lower sleep times to maintain the throughput higher with the
a-priori knowledge of the inactive intervals that allow the
device to recharge. Therefore the perceived throughput will
be much greater with the same energy harvesting capability.
The reduced throughput experience under self-sustainability
can be relieved by implementing a dynamic sleep time that is
proportional to the available charge. For the particular case
30-day case discussed in this work, the overall throughput
was increased to 50 Mbps (50 times better than the self-
sustainable case) with a charge drop of 5 %.
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